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Abstract: Nowadays, the automotive market has showed great interest in the diffusion of Hybrid
Electric Vehicles (HEVs). Despite their low emissions and energy consumptions, if compared with
traditional fossil fuel vehicles, their architecture is much more complex and presents critical issues
in relation to the combined use of the internal combustion engine (ICE), the electric machine and
the battery pack. The aim of this paper is to investigate lithium-ion battery usage when coupled
with an optimization-based strategy in terms of the overall energy management for a specific hybrid
vehicle. A mathematical model for the power train of a Peugeot 508 RXH was implemented. A
rule-based energy management system (EMS) was developed and optimized using real data from the
driving cycles of two different paths located in Messina. A mathematical model of the battery was
implemented to evaluate the variation of its voltage and state of charge (SOC) during the execution
of driving cycles. Similarly, a mathematical model was implemented to analyze the state of health
(SOH) of the battery after the application of electrical loads. It was thus possible to consider the
impact of the energy management system not only on fuel consumption but also on the battery pack
aging. Three different scenarios, in terms of battery usage at the starting SOC values (low, medium,
and maximum level) were simulated. The results of these simulations highlight the degradation and
aging of the studied battery in terms of the chosen parameters of the rule-based optimized EMS.

Keywords: hybrid electric vehicle; rule-based energy management system optimization; battery aging

1. Introduction

Nowadays, hybrid vehicles (HV) represent probably the most important response
of the automotive market to anti-pollution regulations with the purpose of limiting air
pollution emissions caused by road transport.

Hybrid vehicles, with both thermal and electric propulsion, are able to combine the
use of the internal combustion engine (ICE) and one or more electric engines to reduce the
use of fossil fuels up to 50% in comparison with traditional vehicles [1–4].

Battery electric vehicles (BEV) or fuel cell vehicles (FCV) are also considered an alter-
native to traditional vehicles. FCVs are still not considered a mature technology for the
transport system, since hydrogen distribution systems are still inadequate to guarantee a
massive diffusion of this technology [5]. In addition, BEVs are not adequate for worldwide
diffusion because they present high costs and charging times that are not generally compat-
ible with market needs [6]. For these reasons, HVs, at this time, represent the short-term
best response [7].

All vehicles with hybrid propulsion, regardless of their engine or mechanical architec-
ture, are equipped with an energy management system (EMS) of the power unit.

The EMS performs the task of improving the overall efficiency of the system in terms
of fuel savings, manages the drivers’ power demand and limits the operating points at high
emissions [8]. Therefore, the optimization of this system approach is of crucial interest to
achieve goals for both dynamic and efficiency performances. The literature presents several
approaches in terms of EMS, which may be divided into two main groups as follows:
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• Rule-based Energy Management Systems: these approaches manage the power de-
mands by implementing fixed rules. Usually, the rules are based on the efficiency
maps of the thermal engine and the electric installed motors in order to define the best
working points in terms of efficiency. The simplest version of rule-based EMS follows a
determinist approach, that is when these control systems operate only on the switching
on/off of the thermal engine to convert mechanical power to electrical energy and lead
the state of charge (SOC) of battery back to an acceptable level. These types of control
systems are generally used when the thermal engine does not provide traction [9,10].
On the other hand, control systems are based on power demand, where the main input
is the driver’s power request, and the main goal of the electric engine is to guarantee
adequate support to the thermal engine. The latter would always operate at optimal
working points, while an electric motor will try to fulfill driver demands [11,12]. The
most efficient version of rule-based EMS is the “multimode” strategy. This is probably
more complex in comparison with the others, but presents a better effectiveness with
regards to the fuel consumption reduction. These management algorithms generally
include a fully electric driving and a fully thermal driving mode, and other hybrid
modes. In hybrid modes, the thermal engine may have the task of supporting traction,
and at the same time recharging the battery, or simply a marginal role in the traction
or operating at predefined working points [13–17].

• Optimization-based Energy Management Systems: the main goal of these approaches
is to achieve the global optimum by minimizing a cost function that, in the case of
HEVs, is generally based on the fuel consumption or emissions of air pollutants.
These strategies, in order to work, need several input parameters, such as driving
cycles and other physical constraints of ICEs, electric energy storage (ESS) and EM.
These aspects make these control approaches non-random [8]. The most common
strategies of this group are equivalent consumption minimization strategies (ECMS)
and model predictive control-based strategies (MPC). The ECMS, in order to minimize
the overall fuel consumption, takes into account the fuel used by the thermal engine
and also the ideal fuel consumed by the battery. Instead, the MPC takes advantage of
dynamic programming techniques to manage all energy flows to achieve the final goal
in accordance with the considered driving cycle. Additionally, in this case the cost
functions generally take into account the evolution of the states of charge of battery
in relation to fuel consumption. Some examples in the literature of this approach are
presented in [18–23].

From this short description of state-of-the-art EMSs, it appears evident that the ma-
jority of approaches are focused on the reduction of the fuel consumption of the thermal
engine. However, few studies also evaluate the phenomena of battery aging or degradation.
The batteries, during their life cycle, are affected by several electrical and thermal stresses
that compromise their functionalities. These phenomena usually decrease their ability to
store and deliver energy to the power unit. In modern lithium-ion batteries, which are also
the most diffuse in the automotive sector, the main phenomenon that causes aging is related
to the growth of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer on the negative electrode [24,25].
In the study proposed by Cignini et al. [26], the phenomenon of battery aging was eval-
uated for long-term powertrain use, but no mathematical model was implemented and
simulated for the evaluation. The evaluation of battery aging was carried out by taking into
account the data provided by the battery manufacturer. Moreover, it was not considered an
optimization strategy that involved battery aging. Padovani et al. [27] presented a study in
which the optimization of EMS took into account, thanks to ECMS, the battery aging. This
phenomenon was evaluated as a penalty depending on the temperature of the battery use
state. Additionally, in this case a mathematical model was not implemented and simulated
to study the degradation phenomenon. Tang et al. [28] proposed an optimization strategy
based on battery aging. The proposed model was semi-empirical and involved a set of
constraints expressing the effect of operating currents, SOC and temperatures. However, if
the main goal is to evaluate the effect of each of these parameters on the degradation of cells,
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this type of approach may not be adequate. Generally, the literature presents several studies
and models of aging batteries, but most of them are also useable for stationary applications,
or are very difficult to implement in real-time management algorithms, typically of HEVs,
especially because of their computational complexity [29–31].

For these reasons, this work aims at modelling an EMS for a through-the-road HV,
taking battery aging into account. The simulated car was equipped with a multimode
rule-based EMS, optimized in the functions of two typical paths located in the urban
zone of the city of Messina (Italy). The battery was modeled with a modified Shepherd
model coupled with a mathematical model for the simulation of aging, able to evaluate the
residual capacity of the battery. This latter model takes into account the contribution of
each parameter (charging current, discharge current, SOC, temperature) to evaluate the
degradation and optimize it. The simplicity of computation and optimization allows the
implementation of the proposed model within the control units for the management of
real-time power units.

2. Vehicle Modelling and Validation

A dynamic numerical model of a Peugeot 508 RXH hybrid 4 (2017), presented by
Li et al. [32], was developed with AVL Cruise-M™ software to solve the vehicle’s longitudi-
nal motion equation and evaluate the results in terms of fuel consumption and battery drop.
Figure 1 shows the powertrain model developed in AVL Cruise-M™ software. The vehicle
had a through-the-road (TTR) hybrid architecture, with independent propelled axles; an
internal combustion engine (ICE) moved the front wheels and an electric machine (EM)
moved the rear ones.
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Figure 1. Powertrain layout e-type of link between components.

The front axle was equipped with 2L diesel ICE, with a maximum power of 120 kW.
The power was transferred firstly via the clutch to a six-speed automatic gearbox and
secondly to the differential linked with the front wheels. The numerical modelling of the
ICE follows a map-based approach. The instantaneous fuel consumption and efficiency
map presented in [32], as well as the ICE’s maximum torque profile, were extracted using a
web tool [33]. Figure 2 shows the instantaneous consumption and efficiency maps and the
ICE maximum torque curve.

The passenger car’s gearbox was a six-speed automatic transmission, and the shift
strategy refers to vehicle longitudinal speed. Table 1 shows the gearbox and differential
unit transmission ratios, and the shifting speed according to vehicle velocity.

A permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) was the EM which provides and
receives power from the rear differential unit, which was modelled as a single transmission
ratio. The differential unit was mechanically linked to the rear wheel, so the PMSM could
provide traction force to, or recover energy from, the rear wheels. In addition, the numerical
modelling of the EM followed the map-based approach, and its characteristic map, that
defines the torque boundaries and operating efficiency, is shown in Figure 3.
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Table 1. Transmission parameters and shifting strategy.

Gear Ratio Gear Upshifting (km/h) Gear Downshifting (km/h)

First 3.54:1 12 -
Second 1.92:1 35 5
Third 1.28:1 55 20

Fourth 0.91:1 80 30
Fifth 0.67:1 100 70
Sixth 0.53:1 - 90

Differential 4.53:1 - -
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The EM, whose nominal operating voltage is 700 V, was electrically connected to
the Li-ion battery pack through a bi-directional power inverter. Due to the quasi-static
nature of the model, the inverter was considered as a static component able to raise the
DC line voltage. Therefore, the inverter’s efficiency was combined with the battery’s and
shown in Figure 4. The efficiency was maximum at low power values. It decreased as the
power increased, with a different rate depending on the power sign and the batteries’ state
of charge.
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2.1. Battery Mathematical Model

The modified Shepherd model (MSM) evaluates the voltage variation at the battery
terminals. This MSM also presents the polarization resistance and voltage in comparison
with the classical Shepherd model. These two terms allow the mathematical shaping of the
dynamic phenomena involving the battery during its use. In the MSM, proposed in [34], the
evolution of the battery voltage during the discharge and the charge is described through
Equations (1) and (2) respectively:

Edisch = E0 −
K1Qmax(Qmax − Q)

Q
−

K2Qmaxi∗b
Q

+ Ab exp(−Bb(Qmax − Q))− Rbib (1)

Echarge = E0 −
K1Qmax(Qmax − Q)

Q
−

K2Qmaxi∗b
1.1Qmax − Q

+ Ab exp(−Bb(Qmax − Q))−Rbib (2)

In which the term K1Qmax(Qmax−Q)
Q is the polarization voltage, and the term K2Qmax

Q the
polarization resistance. The other terms are the battery current (ib), the filtered current (i∗b ),
the exponential zone amplitude (Ab) and the exponential zone time constant inverse (Bb).

The filtered current can be assumed to be equal to the battery current, since stationary
conditions are not considered in this study. Equations (1) and (2) do not consider the
aging phenomena that usually affect the battery in its life cycle. In [35], an approach
based on material fatigue was carried out to determine battery degradation. The battery
degradation is caused by the formation of a solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) in the negative
electrode, which competes with reversible lithium intercalation. The high rate of charging
or discharging current, the high value of the depth of discharge (DOD), and the operating
temperature may accelerate the degradation due to accelerated growth of the SEI. For these
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reasons, a stress factor was considered for each of these variables. Equation (3) evaluates
the stress factor θDOD(n), for each cycle n that involves the depth of discharge:

θDOD(n) =

(
DOD(n)
DODre f

)1/ρ

(3)

where DODref is equal to a full discharge, DOD(n) is the current cycle depth of discharge, and
1/ρ is the stress exponent related to the depth of discharge. Similarly, the impact of the C-rate
of charge and discharge current is also evaluated through Equations (4) and (5), respectively:

θICharge(n)
=

(
IChargeavg(n)

IChargere f

) 1
γ1

(4)

θIDischarge(n)
=

(
IDischargeavg(n)

IDischargere f

) 1
γ2

(5)

where IChargeref and IDischref represent the reference currents for battery stress evaluation
in charge and discharge, while IChargeavg(n) and IDischargeavg(n) represent the average charge
and discharge currents for the cycle n. The terms 1

γ1 and 1
γ2 are the stress exponents of the

charge and discharge currents.
The stress factor related to operating temperature is described by Equation (6), where

Ta(n) and Tref are the operating temperatures during the cycle n and the reference tempera-
ture for battery degradation assessment, and ϕ is the Arrhenius constant.

θT(n) = exp

[
−ϕ

(
1

Ta(n)
− 1

Tre f

)]
(6)

The product of all the stress factors is equal to the stress experienced by the battery for
each cycle [36]. The maximum number of cycles (Nc) until a certain level of degradation is
inversely proportional to the resulting stress factor, as reported in Equation (7) [37]:

Nc(n) =
N_Cre f

θ(n)
(7)

In Equation (7), NCref represents the number of cycles to the end of the battery
life when subjected to charge and discharge cycles, with a value of DOD = DODRef,
ICharge = IChargeRef, IDisch = IDischRef and Ta = TRef. The term θ(n) is the product of all stress
factors, and it is evaluated by Equation (8):

θ(n) = θDOD(n)·θICharge(n)
·θIDischarge(n)

·θT(n) (8)

For realistic load profiles, it is rare that the battery starts and finishes every cycle with
the same SOC value, which makes consecutive cycles not directly comparable in terms of
DOD achieved. It is necessary to consider the equivalent number of cycles performed by
the battery. This quantity can be evaluated by Equation (9). Equation (9) normalizes the
partial discharge and charge of each cycle against a reference charge or discharge, which
corresponds to a full discharge and charge of the battery.

Neq(n) = 0.5
(

2 − DOD(n − 2) + DOD(n)
DOD(n − 1)

)
(9)

The ratio between the number of cycles to end of life (Nc) and the number of equivalent
cycles (Neq) defines the degradation index. Clearly, as the number of cycles increases, the
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index will also evaluate the cumulative degradation up to that point. The degradation
index is given by Equation (10).

ε(n) = ε(n − 1) +
Neq(n)

NC(n − 1)
(10)

The degradation index, as it is defined, measures the relationship between the instan-
taneous capacity and the end-of-life capacity, as well as the instantaneous resistance and
the end-of-life resistance, as expressed by Equations (11) and (12):

Q(n) = QBOL − ε(n)α·(QBOL − QEOL) (11)

R(n) = RBOL − ε(n)β·(RBOL − REOL) (12)

where QBOL and QEOL represent the capacity of the non-degraded battery and end-of-life
battery, respectively. Similarly, RBOL and REOL represent the non-degraded and end-of-life
battery resistance. Typically, the QEOL is equal to 0.8QBOL, but instead REOL is equal to 1.2
RBOL. The exponents α and β are the capacity and resistance degradation exponents of
the cell. The values of α and β, as well as the values of ρ, γ1, γ2, and φ are calculated by
performing specific laboratory tests in which the battery is degraded under controlled load
conditions. The value of the constants for the cell, presented in Table 2, have been defined
by Li et al. in [32] for MSM, and by Motapon et al. in [35] for an aging model.

Table 2. Battery parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value

Battery capacity Qmax (QBOL) 5.65 Ah
Battery nominal voltage E0 230 V

Internal resistance Rb (RBOL) 0.2056 ohm
Polarization constant K1 0.116 V/Ah

Polarization resistance K2 0.116 ohm
Exponential zone amplitude Ab 25.1477 V

Exponential zone time constant inverse Bb 4.2404 (ah)−1

Resistance at end of life REOL 0.24672 ohm
Battery capacity at end of life QEOL 4.52 Ah

DOD stress exponent ρ 0.8
Charge stress exponent γ1 2.34

Discharge stress exponent γ2 0.8
Temperature stress exponent φ 3.7 × 103

Capacity degradation exponent α 0.9708
Resistance degradation exponent β 0.9708

2.2. Calculation of the Driving Forces

Figure 5 shows the scheme of the mathematical model. Starting from a driving cycle,
the numerical model extracts the necessary information to evaluate the resistant forces for
the longitudinal motion of the vehicle. It is possible to calculate the total power to execute
the driving cycle by knowing the force and the desired speed. The control unit distributes
the necessary power both to the front and the rear axles, managing the necessary torques to
the electric machine and to the ICE.

The total amount of resistance force is equivalent to the sum of the aerodynamic
resistance force, the rolling resistance, the gradient loading, and the acceleration’s inertia.
To evaluate the aerodynamic resistance force, AVL CruiseTM M refers to Equation (13):

Fd = 0.5·ρa·CD·A·v2 (13)
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where ρa is the air density, CD is the drag coefficient, A is the vehicle’s frontal area and v
is the longitudinal velocity. To evaluate the rolling resistance force, for each wheel, AVL
CruiseTM M refers to Equation (14):

Fr = Fw·cw (14)

where Fw is the vertical load acting on the wheel and cw is the rolling resistance factor.
Li et al. [32] considered the total rolling resistance force as a constant force of 70 N, named
Fr*, acting on the vehicle (four wheels). To obtain the same result in CruiseM, considering
that Equation (14) refers to one wheel, cw has to be calculated by Equation (15):

cw =
F∗r

4·Fw
(15)
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To evaluate the gradient loading, AVL CruiseTM M refers to Equation (16):

Fα = mv·g· sin αr (16)

where mv is the vehicle mass, g is the gravity acceleration and αr is the road inclination
angle. The inertia force is evaluated by Equation (17):

Fa = mv·
dv
dt

(17)

Thrust force is the sum of the resistance force (13–17). The total torque for the traction,
which must be provided to the two axles, is the product of thrust force and the wheels’
rolling radius, as expressed by Equation (18):

Ctot = C f + Cr = (Fd + Fr + Fα + Fa)·Rw (18)

where Ctot is the total necessary torque, considered as the sum of front axle torque (Cf) and
rear axle torque (Cr), and Rw is the wheels’ rolling radius. Table 3 shows the values of the
parameters for Equations (15)–(18) with reference to the considered vehicle.

Table 3. Resistance force parameters [32].

Parameter Symbol Value

Air density ρ 1.19 kg/m3

Drag coefficient CD 0.44
Frontal area A 1.77 m2

Rolling radius coefficient cw 0.0040
Vehicle mass mv 1770 kg

Vertical wheels load Fw 17,363.7 N
Wheels rolling radius Rw 0.305 m
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2.3. Front and Rear Axle Torque, Speed, and Power

The EMS, depending on the vehicle’s actual state, manages the Cf and the Cr, and
therefore the torque requested by the ICE and EM. Cf, which depends on CICE, can only be
positive, while Cr, which depends on CEM, can be positive (motor) or negative (generator).
ICE torque, angular velocity and requested power are evaluated by Equations (19)–(21):

CICE =
CF

τFFD·τGB·ηGB·ηFFD
(19)

ωICE =
v·τFD·τGB

Rw
(20)

PICE = ωICE·CICE (21)

where τFFD is the front final drive transmission ratio, τGB is the gear box transmission
ratio, ηGB is the gear box efficiency and ηFFD is the front final drive efficiency. PICE is the
ICE power, the product of its angular velocity (ωICE) and torque (CICE). The instantaneous
torque and angular velocity, in accordance with Figure 2, define the instantaneous fuel
consumption.

Equations (22)–(24) are defined to evaluate the electric machine-requested torque,
speed, and power:

CEM =
CR

τRFD
·η−sign(CR)

RFD (22)

ωEM =
v·τRFD

Rw
(23)

PEM = ωEM·CEM (24)

where CEM is the requested torque to the electric machine from EMS, τRFD is the rear final
drive transmission ratio, and ηRFD is the real axle final drive efficiency. The sign of the
efficiency exponent depends on the operating conditions of the EM. When EM operates
as a motor (positive power), it has to overcome energy losses in the final reducer, so the
efficiency divides the torque. Otherwise, EM operating as a generator can only absorb the
power not dissipated within the final reducer, so the efficiency multiplies the torque. The
product between the requested torque and EM angular velocity (ωEM) returns the electric
machine power (PEM).

PEM is mechanical power that is converted into electrical power from the EM to
the battery pack. Equation (25) estimates the electrical power required (or supplied) to
the battery:

PB = −1·PEM·(ηEM·ηEB·ηPE)
−sign(PEM) (25)

where PB is the electrical power required (or supplied) to the battery, ηEM is the EM
efficiency (Figure 3), ηEB is the battery efficiency (Figure 4) and ηPE is the AC/DC inverter
and DC line efficiency. When the electric machine is running as a motor and requires PEM,
the battery provides PEM with the contribution of the power dissipated in the electronic
components (the efficiencies divide PEM). When the electric machine provides PEM, a part
of this power is dissipated into the electronic components, so the efficiencies multiply
PEM. In Equation (21), the term −1 comes from the sign convention used for batteries
(negative power for discharge, positive power for recharge). Table 4 collects the powertrain
efficiencies not involved in the maps already shown. The values have been presented by
Li et al. in [32].
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Table 4. Powertrain efficiency.

Parameter Symbol Value

Rear final drive ratio τRFD 12.4845
Gear box efficiency ηGB 0.96

Front final drive efficiency ηFFD 0.96
Rear final drive efficiency ηRFD 0.96

Power electronic efficiency ηPE 0.96

3. Validation Procedure

Li et al. [32] presented the results obtained by their numerical model in different
scenarios. A simulation with the same scenario presented in Li et al.’s study was con-
ducted to compare the result between their model (the reference) and the AVL CruiseM
model. SOC and the vehicle’s power evolution were compared after setting the same
driving cycle as input, as well as the same energy management strategy. Figure 6 shows
the comparison between the reference model’s power profile and the simulated model, and
the vehicle speed profile compared with WLTC medium section velocity. The vehicle’s
speed perfectly overlaps the driving cycle, indicating the correctness of the equations dis-
cussed. The comparison of the power time histories confirms that the developed numerical
model power strictly matches the reference model, which means that the evaluation of the
torques necessary to the motion of the simulated car is congruent with those used in the
reference model.
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Figure 7 shows the time evolution of battery SOC for the developed model and the
reference model. SOC is closely related to the efficiency of the electronic components.
Li et al. in [32] illustrated the evolution of the battery state of charge when the charge-
sustaining operation mode is active. In this operation mode, the control system acts to
maintain the battery state of charge around a predefined value (in this case SOC = 60%).
The trend of the simulated SOC is comparable with the reference one, indicating the correct
modelling of the control system and electrical components efficiency map. Figure 7 also
shows the relative percent error between the two curves.

The relative percentage error between the two curves confirms that the numerical
model properly describes the vehicle behavior, being always less than ± 1%. Table 5 collects
the data relative to the measurements of the percentage error.
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Table 5. Error between reference SOC and proposed model SOC.

Parameter Value

Average 0.11%
Standard Deviation 0.54%

Maximum 0.98%
Minimum −0.99%

4. The Energy Management System

This paper proposes the study and the evaluation of the performance of an energy
management system in terms of fuel economy and battery degradation. The energy
management strategy is based on a rule-based approach. This kind of approach allows a
suitable implementation in a vehicle, and its efficiency, after optimization, is equivalent
to EMS based on a neural network or dynamic programming [38,39]. The layout of the
proposed EMS is shown in Figure 8:
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Figure 8. Operating modes of the proposed EMS.

In which the x-axis is the vehicle velocity, and the y-axis is the state of charge of the
battery. For each value of the vehicle’s longitudinal velocity and battery state of charge, it
is possible to define an operational mode that determines the amount of power required by
the ICE and EM. In detail:

- Full Electric mode: all the traction is provided by the electric machine that drains
energy from the battery.

- Load Point Moving (LPM) mode: ICE delivers constant torque (Tc). If the engine
power exceeds the driving cycle request, the electric machine operates as a generator
and converts the excess mechanical power into electric recharging power. Otherwise,
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if the engine power is less than the driving cycle request, the electric machine operates
as a motor and supplies the missing power.

- Full Thermic: all the traction is demanded to the internal combustion engine; no
electrical power is allowed to avoid overspeed of the electric machine.

- Recharging mode: if the battery state of charge reaches its lower limit value, the energy
management system actuates the recharging mode. The ICE torque command is the
minimum among:

1. Ctot plus its twenty percent value (considered at the clutch node)
2. Maximum ICE available traction torque
3. Maximum EM available generator torque

This operating mode is maintained until the battery reaches the SOCrecharging value, to
avoid the battery operating in a critical and unsafe zone.

- Braking: during the braking phases it is assumed that the total braking force is
demanded by the rear axle, which is connected to the electric machine and can operate
regenerative braking. The rear axle braking torque is saturated at the generator torque
boundaries.

Figure 8 shows that EMS is defined by the value of the parameters SPDsw, SPDFT,
SOCL, SOCRECH and TC. The parameters’ values can substantially change the operation of
the vehicle and the ability to achieve the different operating modes. The study investigates
the effect of torque delivered by the engine in the LPM mode in terms of fuel economy and
battery degradation. The value of TC is subject to definition, while the value of the other
calibration constants is defined by the authors’ experience, but subject to optimization in
future work.

Table 6 collects all the EMS parameters and their meaning:

Table 6. EMS parameters.

Parameter Meaning Value

SPDsw
Speed below which the heat engine is always

switched off, except for imposed charging 20 km/h

SPDFT Speed above which the EM is always switched off 65 km/h

SOCL
Critical battery state of charge under which charging

is imposed 20%

SOCRECH
Charging status beyond which, if active, the

imposed charging is terminated 35%

TC Constant torque generated by ICE in LPM To be defined

At the end of a simulated driving cycle, the vehicle has used a certain amount of fuel
and the battery SOC has reached the SOC final value, which is usually different from the
initial SOC. By determining the equivalence between the SOC variation and the fuel, it is
possible to evaluate the “electrical fuel” that, added to the fuel consumed by the thermal
engine, gives the real fuel value, considered as the reference for the driving cycle.

For the evaluation of electrical fuel consumption, it was assumed that all the recharge
energy comes only from the ICE, not considering the regenerative braking. The final state
of charge, which is used to calculate equivalent average consumption, inherently considers
any energy input due to regenerative braking. Not considering regenerative braking will
also place the study under more conservative conditions when calculating fuel economy.

It is assumed that the ICE power flows through the transmission components, reaching
the electric machine, which transforms the mechanical energy into electrical energy for
recharging the battery pack. The scheme of power flow is shown in Figure 9.
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When the final SOC is less than the initial SOC, this means that a smaller amount of
energy is available compared to the starting instance, so the ICE must restore the battery
SOC, consuming fuel. The fuel consumed for recharging the battery (electrical fuel) will be
added to the fuel consumed during the trip. Otherwise, it will be subtracted. To evaluate
the electric fuel consumption, Equation (26) must be referred to:

EElectric = Vn·C·
(

SOCi − SOC f

)
(26)

where Vn is the nominal battery voltage, C is the battery capacity, SOCi is the battery
state of charge at the beginning of the trip and SOCf is the final state of charge. EElectric
represents the electrical energy consumed (when ∆SOC is positive), or absorbed (when
∆SOC is negative), by the electric machine. Assuming that the power is provided only by
the ICE, Equation (27) is as follows:

PRecharge = PICE·ηGB·ηFDi f f ·ηRDi f f ·ηPE·ηBatt (27)

where PICE is the power provided by the ICE for recharging the battery pack, ηGB is the
gearbox efficiency, ηFDiff is the front differential unit efficiency, ηRDiff is the rear differential
unit efficiency, ηPE is the DC line efficiency and ηBatt is the battery and inverter efficiency
(Figure 4).

The instantaneous fuel consumption for an internal combustion engine is expressed
by Equation (28):

.
m =

PIce
ηICE·LHV

(28)

in which LHV is the low heating value of diesel fuel (44.4 MJ/kg) and ηICE is the internal
combustion engine efficiency. By replacing Equation (28) with Equation (27), Equation (29)
can be obtained:

.
m =

PRecharge

ηtot·LHV
(29)

in which ηtot collects all the efficiencies already presented, as in Equation (30):

ηtot = ηICE· ηGB·ηFFD·ηRFD·ηPE·ηBatt (30)

Integrating Equation (29) and knowing the total electrical energy from Equation (26),
it is possible to evaluate the electrical fuel consumption, mELfuel, by obtaining Equation (31):

mEL f uel =
ERecharge

ηtot·LHV
(31)

The fuel consumption used to determine the efficiency of the EMS is the sum of the
ICE fuel consumption and the electrical fuel consumption (31), obtaining the real fuel
consumed described in the Equation (32):

mReal f uel = mICE f uel + mEL f uel (32)
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mRealfuel value is closely related to the optimization of the working points of the ICE
and EM. This paper intends to identify the TC value which minimizes mRealfuel value for
urban routes driven in the city of Messina and correlate it with the battery degradation.
The values of the other parameters presented in Table 6 (SPDsw, SPDFT, SOCL, SOCRECH)
are assumed to be optimal in terms of fuel economy in this work, but they will be subject to
optimization processes in future work.

5. Experimental Driving Cycles

Two specific paths, located in Messina (Sicily, Italy), were chosen to test the numerical
model. Figure 10 shows the most important roads crossing Messina’s city centre according
to the classification of OpenStreetMap [40] and the proposed paths.
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The two proposed paths presented different territorial parameters, as reported in
Table 7. The roads’ parameters were extracted from the OpenStreetMap database and
intersected with the specific paths in a GIS environment (Arcgis 10.x). Path 1 is the longest
at 17.19 km, almost three times the length of path 2 at 5.84 km. It may be considered an extra-
urban path as it is composed of 84% primary roads and only 16% other roads (secondary,
tertiary, and residential roads). Path 2 is made up of residential and secondary roads
(almost 98%) and may be considered an urban path. To create experimental driving cycles
(DCs), a GPS unit equipped with the “TrackAddict” application was used for all paths,
and data such as instantaneous speed, acceleration, latitude, longitude and altitude were
collected at a frequency of 1 Hz. Kinematic parameters are shown in Table 7. The product
of speed and acceleration, calculated when acceleration was positive, is proportional to
vehicle power. The driving cycle of path 1, probably because of its uncongested roads,
presents more stable values in terms of speeds, accelerations, and product v*a than path 2.

Table 7. The main kinetic and territorial parameters of experimental driving cycles.

Kinetic Parameters

Route Ave. Speed [m/s] Ave. Acc. [m/ss] v*a when a > 0 [m2/s3]
Idle Time

[%]
Acc. Time

[%]

path 1 4.72 0.30 1.63 13.77 43.36
path 2 6.57 0.39 2.42 14.77 42.17

Roads Parameters

Route Distance
[km] Primary rds [%] Secondary rds [%] Tertiary rds [%]

path 1 17.19 84.80 4.83 3.12
path 2 5.84 0.00 53.85 1.19

In order to obtain reliable road gradients, the altitudes collected with a GPS unit were
compared with those extracted from topographic maps obtained by aerial photogrammetric
measurements with an average offset of 10%. This provided realistic slope values useful for
the model inputs. An overview of speed profiles and altitude profiles is reported in Figure 11.
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6. Results

The control system efficiency was tested by evaluating the fuel consumption at two
varying parameters (TC and SOCi) for the two proposed driving cycles. For each driving
cycle, different scenarios were evaluated in terms of fuel consumption, considering the
following parameters:

- the TC torque from 50 Nm to 120 Nm with steps of 10 Nm;
- the initial state of charge assuming the values of 100%, 65%, and 30%.

The results show that the best result in terms of consumption economy was when TC
was approximately equal to 90 Nm. The engine speed was, on average, 200 rad/s due to the
imposed shift strategy and the urban nature of the driving cycles. The ICE efficiency map
(Figure 2) shows an increase in efficiency as torque increased at 200 rad/s, while Figure 4
shows a reduction of the battery and inverter efficiency as recharging power increased.
Instantaneous fuel consumption (Figure 2) always increases as engine power increases. The
concatenation of these three factors results in the best fuel economy at 90 Nm; on average,
all other parameters being equal as reported in Figure 12.

Figure 13 shows the number of cycles at the end-of-life of the battery when subjected
to a load cycle typical of the execution of path 1. The x-axis shows the value of TC torque,
while the y-axis shows the duration ratio. Duration ratio means the ratio of the distance
traveled until the end-of-life capacity of the batteries is reached in different cases to the
maximum distance traveled in the best case, i.e., XXX km.

Figure 13 demonstrates a progressive deterioration of the battery as the constant torque
TC increases. When the charging torques and current are low, the battery is less subject to
deterioration; as the charging torques increase, the battery presents a greater deterioration
as the charging factor grows.
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The figure also shows that SOCi affects the end-of-life battery cycles; for low TC
values, when SOCi is 30%, the battery aging is less onerous than when the SOCi is 65%
and even less for SOCi 100%. This phenomenon suggests that the full-electric mode is
more stressful for the battery than the hybrid one, especially for low-charging torques. A
fully charged battery covers a longer distance in full-electric mode (or charge-depleting
mode) than a lower battery SOC. Given the average cycle speeds (about 17 km/h), the v*a
value (1.63 m2/s3) and considering that the cycle took place mainly on primary roads, it
can be concluded that the exclusive use of the battery (full electric mode) affects its end
of life more than hybrid mode. Low SOCi and low TC values mean that, in hybrid mode,
the torque delivered by the ICE is used almost entirely for traction, which means that the
electric motor demands or delivers small amounts of current to the battery. As TC charging
torque increases, the battery is more stressed, and this thesis is supported by the fact that at
TC = 70 Nm the trend between the hybrid and the electric mode is reversed. Before 70 Nm,
the SOCi is the parameter with more influence on the battery aging (and so the distance
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travelled in full electric mode), but from a TC equal to 70 Nm torque itself becomes the
most damaging parameter for the battery.

Figure 14 shows the results of path 2, and the trends confirm the previous assumptions.
For path 2, the maximum distance traveled in the best case is XXX km.
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The average cycle speeds are higher (23 km/h), as is the value of v*a (2.42 m2/s2).
This results in two conclusions:

(1) The average speed of cycle 2 causes the control system to command the hybrid mode
more often than in driving cycle 1.

(2) The value of v*a suggests that, on average, more traction power is required from the
car in cycle 2 than in cycle 1.

Again, two critical aspects concur in battery aging, such as the traveled distance in
full electric mode and the TC value. For low TC values, lower SOCi values are less stressful
for the battery than higher ones. As torque increases, the trend changes. Given the higher
average torque demands than before, the trend is also more constant. The balance between
the stress caused by full-electric mode and the stress due to TC torque is reached between
90 and 100 Nm.

7. Conclusions

The proposed paper aimed at investigating and implementing a rule-based energy
management system for hybrid vehicles by considering instantaneous fuel consumption
and battery aging. The proposed methodology was implemented in AVL CRUISETM M
and simulations were implemented on real driving cycles based on two different paths
located in Messina (Italy). The control system efficiency was tested by varying two main
parameters, such as TC and SOCi. The main results are as follows:

• The ICE efficiency is generally proportional to the TC, but the degradation of the
battery is affected mostly by the recharging power;

• If analyzing the trend of the instantaneous fuel consumption, the variation of TC
provides the main contribution and its trend does not considerably change from one
cycle to the other;

• If analyzing the trend of battery degradation, the variation of TC gives different results
and the specific paths with its typical kinematic parameters affect the battery aging
itself much more.

For future works, the proposed methodology can be better developed by considering
different paths, chosen with rigorous methods that could highlight the contributions of
territorial and kinematic constraints to battery aging. Future studies could also involve the
influence of other calibration parameters, as well as any variations in behavior on suburban
roads and highways.
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